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if you've played bully: scholarship edition and didn't like it, don't worry about playing it again. the ps2 version is the
only one that matters. because mandy is a creation of the bully: scholarship edition team, she has a few quirks that

aren't in the original game. some are the result of the fact that the original was developed for the ps2, and the
scholastic edition was developed for the ps3. others are due to rockstar's use of mods to fix up the original game. but

there are a few factors that set mandy apart from her ps2 counterpart: the other reason why the ps3 version is
important is because of what can be done with mods. mandy is one of the moddable characters in the bully: scholarship
edition. you can use mods to change her appearance, her personality and her mannerisms. mandy is also a victim here.
her dad used her as a punch bag and his other girls as objects. he let their grades be dictated by his daughter, who was

beaten up regularly. if she got in trouble, he had them hit her to punish her. he was a brutal bully who kept it up until
mandy was old enough to leave home and go to college. he beat her to a pulp as well, and her mother didnt even know

it. her dad wouldnt let her go to college because she didnt get straight a's. he was a monster and a neglectful father,
but she made her own life. she became an actress and suffered through some hard times, but she made herself. ettin is
far worse than her dad. ettin is a blizzard of evil and a clear sociopath. he puts people down to feel better about himself
and he was never empathic. he was just mean and selfish. he gave mandy no choices, like the girl in the wrestler did, or

even the girl in sucker punch. but mandy has a choice. she can choose to go to college, leave her dad, and be an
independent person. she can get her life back and be a whole person, or she can continue to be a victim and always be
related to a monster. either way is fine, but she has to make a choice. and mandy didnt take her choice and chose the

path of being a victim. ettin is the real villain here, he is mean and evil, but mandy is the one who chose to be an
antagonist instead of a protagonist.
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